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he ideological zealotry ?&companying the T battle over nuclear power in the United 
States is poor preparation for reading this dispassionate 
ecumenical study. The surprise is that the World Council 
of Churches, no stranger to moral crusados and ever 
ready to risk condemnation for the sake of its convic- 
tions. has on this issue produced such a balanced, even 
equivocal, report. Its main effect is to defuse the zealots. 
I t  is solid material for the most part (thoughdwith an 
unfortunate exception, to which I will return); techni- 
cally very well informed, and likely to have a fair amount 
of influence. Already i t  has stirred interest and reaction 
in  church circles around the world. 

The World Council submitted the gist of the study as a 
paper to the May, 1977, Salzburg conference of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) at the 
invitation of that body. I t  was the only paper before the 
delegates dealing with ethical and religious issues. Part 
of the influence of the study is the result of its perspec- 
tive; i t  comes from a disinterested transnational non- 
governmental organization with the long-term interests 
of humanity as ilk primary concern. But much of its 
impact is also due to the care and technical excellence of 
its reflections. 

The book includes position papers and the report of an 
ecumenical hearing in Sigtuna, Sweden, in June, 1975. 
plus later reactions to this report and miscellaneous 
appendices. including a very useful glossary of technical 
terms. Its reach is wider than that of the usual American 
discussion. I t  is the permanent merit of WCC confer- 
ences to he truly ccwnicriicc~l, that is, to see the needs of 
the whole inhabited world. Thus when the report looks at 
the nuclear energy issue not only as a concern of the 
industrial nations but also from the viewpoint of the 
developing countries, i t  discovers among the latter an 
almost universal desire for nuclear power. That desire is 
driven, of course. by the need foreconomic development 
and powerfully by the desire for self-sufficiency, for 
freedom from the fetters of dependence on international 
trade. especially in oil. 

Most American readers will be surprised by the way 
the hearing report begins: not with a discussion of 

nuclear safety but wi th  a statement about the energy 
requirements of developing countries to tiieef basic 
human needs. A review of the ways of meeting those 
requirements does not exclude a cutback in the energy 
consumption of the wealthy nations to make more 
available for the poor. The search for social justice is 
thus the con/e.r/ in which the entire nuclear question is 
set. One of the prepara'tory papers-by an American- 
does wonder whether the spread of nuclear systems 
might not actually do a disservice to the cause of justice 
by creating concentration$ of industrial power. Sophisti- 
cated technology niatched to immature political systems 
increases the possibilities for dominance of the weak by 
the strong. The same paper also suggests the desirability 
of a lower level of energy consumption. a sinipler life 
"closer to each other and to nature." 

Fncirig up io Nircleor Pon'cr, edited by John Francis 
and Paul Abrecht (Westminster Press; 264 pp.; $3.95 
[paper]). 

But these points find only the weakest otecboes in the 
fu l l  group's report. The disagreement over the mount  ol' 
electric energy needed is noted and described. but llic 
majority's sympathy clearly seenis wi th  the need for 
increase. The less-is-better message is only for przach- 
ing to the already developed countries. For the dcvelop- 
ing countries the report has another gospel: deliver;incc 
through economic growth. And the suggesfion is strong 
that nuclear energy will be par1 ofthat gro\vth, and t1i;if i t  
will bring iiiorc, not less, frecdoni I'roni t'orcign donii- 
nance. As i n  the ccunienical debarcs on ~iivironiiict~ti~I 
questions. one finds that thc incssengcrs ol 'a  siiiiplcr lifc 
closer to nature tend not to cotiic I'roiii nillions w i t h  
simple. natural. and poor economics. 
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I t  the spread of nuclear power seems inevitable, given 
the worldwide desire tor i t .  the safety issues still remain; 
and the report does give these extended consideration. In 
fact. in the arrangenient of the book. where individual 
papers precede the hearing report. essays on nuclear . 

risks lead off. The first two papers. by Alv in  Weinberg 
and Wolf Hifele. are almost worth the price of the 
volume. An American and a n  Austrian respectively. 
both are nuclear scientists and sober proponents of 
nucleh energy. though both look carefully at the risks 
too. The value of their essays is partly in the technical 
care with which they construct their case-so carefully. 
in fact, that a later essay. the one by Swedish physicist 
Hannes AlfvCn that raises the principal objections to 
nuclear power and in  a rather simple manner. comes off  
second hest. But  the greatest value in these two initial 
essays is in the attempt to communicate the nature of risk 
e v a I ua t i on. 

very process has risks. No iiiatter how E "safe." i t  is al\vays possible to conceive 
ot'"hypothetical" cases of' failure. so that we can never 
have ixlrtitiidc;. The difference between safety and 
danger. then. is that between reasonable and unreason- 
able risks. I t  is a matter of "acceptability"; and to get a 
sense ol'that we haw to see the given process against the 
background o t  other processes deemed acceptable and 
unacccptablc. W e  have to "enibed" i t  in real life. This 
cleterinination, dealing as i t  does with actions in the 
context o t  a total social system, is not properly science 
but "transscience." 

Thus we may say of radiation risks that we cannot 
really understand them by dealing w i t h  absolute 
numbers-such as the supposed increase in the numbcr 
ofcancercases the nuclear plants might cause. Rather we 
must "embed" this figure in  the nornial conditions of 
life to discover its meaning for action. When we do that, 
we realize that the radiation would be less than the 
geographical variations in the natural background radia- 
tion, and would cause less daniage to health than the 
fossil fuels the nuclear power replaces. Even lowering 
o u r  energy use by not building nuclear plants and 
phasingwt fossil fuel plants has its risks to social health. 
and these haw to be compared with the risks f r o m  
radiation. 

Thinking in a similar way about the risk of a reactor 
accident. we see first o f  a11 that the t'ailure rate can be 
reduced indefinitely, lower than any given number. but 
never to zero. There will  always be "hypothetical" 
circumstances in which an accident could happen. al- 
ways a contingency that cannot be eliminated. And so 
the real question is: How safe is "safe enough"? When 
do the possibilities of accident becometso remote. so 
"vanishingly small," that they become for all prucricnl 
purposes inipossibilities'? We cannot test for the answer 
under real-life conditions, and that very untestability 
insures that some people will  fear a major accident. But 
the scale of much other modern technology is so vast that 
tile cannot test its safety down to a "vanishingly small" 
risk. and yet we accept i t  as "safe enough." In a larger 
sense the same thing is true of the ecological impact of 

human  activities. These also cannot bc tested under 
real-life conditions. The scale is too vast. the time span 
100 long. So we plan as best we can. using intelligence. 
care. and foresight. That is normal procedure for prob- 
lenis in this "untestable" class. and in fact a nuclear 
power plant licensure hearing is an esample of the same 
procedure. 

The question of the sat'ety of disposal practices for 
nuclear \vastes needs to be treated by the same method. 
One can always imagine a hypothetical fault wi th  any 
"safe" system, at the very least because i t  requires that 
for thousands of years unknown future civilizations 
know where the wastes are and refrain from disturbing 
them. But, to put this problem too in  a larger context. 
need we really fear this as a unique "Faustian bargain." 
trading present cheap energy for a terrible future reckon- 
ing? I t  is not novel to do something that, like the case of 
nuclear wastes. requires an institutional commitment in 
perpetuity. The dikes of Holland have created such a 
commitment. Mgre fundanientally. so did the shift in 
primeval tinies to agriculture, a commitment to a pernia- 
nent social order-for i f  agricultural expertise failed. 
millions would p5rish. human numbers being too great to 
be sustained by a hunting-gathering economy. A com- 
mitment to a nuclear economy would not be radically 
different in  its relation to future generations from this 
prehistoric s t ruc t u ral change . 

Finally. the threat of terrorist theft of weapons-grade 
material is subject to similar analysis. The arguments of 
the antinuclear forces-that adequate safeguards could 
only be maintained in a worldwide police state-were 
voiced in this meeting but seem to have made little 
headway. One can always hypothesize about a possible 
theft and its consequences. but the threat is too small to 
bc credible. The WCC paper to the IAEA dismisses it. 
For the original Sigtuna hearing Jan  Prawitz of the 
Swedish Detense Ministry wrote: "The sub-national 
proliferation probleni seems to be manageable and can 
probably be successfully solved.'' 

he intluence of these preparatory papers T shows in the final report. which notes 
factually and without apparent alarm the risks of  nuclear 
energy and the prospects of controlling them. While the 
report is not altogether sanguine, i t  does lean perceptibly 
toward the continued development of nuclear power 
(which. in any case. i t  regards as inevitable). provided 
that intelligent surveillance is maintained. One such 
characteristic judgment: "Whether the predicted low 
risk of harm is realistic or not depends on the care and 
continued discipline applied to ensure safe operation." 

Attenipting to hold a balance between opposing 
views. the report is f u l l  of even-handed assessments. 
which are bound to annoy the partisans. particularly 
those opposed to nuclear energy. On radiation. for 
example. we read: 

I t  is prudent to assunic I'roiii current knowledge that no 
threshold ot' radiation dose has been establishccl 
below which there is no effect. At the same time no 
unsafe effects have been noticed when working wi th  
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the currently established ICRP [International Com- 
mittee o n  Radiation Protection] dose limits for the last 
threc decades. 

Thc review ol'alternativc energy sources is like\visz very 
balanced. simply noting the conrradictory assessments 
of "experts" (whose iiiaddening variety is displayed in 
the book)  and observing without further comment that 
nuclear fission is the only currently available qnd rea- 
sonably priced suppleiiient lo fossil fuels. On creating 
problems for unborn generations the report leaves us 
with the observation that i t  is a "difficult problem of how 
to balance present benefits against future risks and 
burdens." And that is all we get. Perhaps the ultimate in 
balanced statements is this one on waste disposal: " I t  is 
not possible to say whether good solutions will  be 
permanently available: neither can one say that this will 
not be the case." Not surprisingly. the group's summary 
conclusion is that, given the coniplexity of the technical 
problems. i t  can neither entirely reject nor entirely 
coniniend the large-scale use of nuclear energy. 

I s  this honesty and responsibility. or is i t  mereequivo- 
cation'? The Ntirioriol Council of Churches was critical of 
the World Council for this neutral. pro-and-con ap- 
proach. I t  argued that neutrality in  fact favors the 
continued expansion of nuclear energy, and that a 
"halanccd" report I'ails to arouse debate and is thus 
inel'l'ective. That is an unsettling argument. This is not 
the placc to discuss what thc National Council has done 
wi th  respect to nuclear energy. but one inay note with 
sadness its claim that sober responsibility before the 
facts must be abandoned for the sake of  political effec- 
t i ve ness. 

The even-handedness ofthe World Council report was 
probably assured from the start by the balance of con- 
flicting views in the group and by the high level of 
expertise represented there. The editors of this volume. 
who assenibled the participants in the first place. were 
very careful to keep any one viewpoint from dominating 
the proceedings. Their success inhibited vague gener- 
alizations and favored technical precision in the written 
results. On the whole the final product is admirable. 
Minor carping is always possible. For example. there is 
sonic overlap and repetition. the result of having differ- 
ent writing groups conipose the report. and of a too 
charitable editorial hand at the end. But for breadth of 
view. for information. and for reasonableness. this is a 
fine piece of work. 

here is. however, one dangerously weak T spot. or so i t  seenis to me. I t  is the group's 
treatment of the relation between nationalism and nu-  
clear weapons capability. This is also the point at which 
the report seems most definite and partisan. The t i l t  
arises. as is often the case in ecumenical work. from a 
desire to favor the interests of the developing nations. 
The generally admirable Christian prejudice is that 
moral priority goes to the poor and weak. That principle 
applied here nieans that such nations should have the 
right to decide for themselves whether and to what extent 
they will  employ nuclear technology. and not be at the 

mercy of other nations. I t  is "unacceptablc" and .*intol- 
wxble" that one group of n+ns should l i i i i i t  nuclcilr 
knowledge. The developing countries need this technol- 
ogy in  order to ;'throw off technological dominalion by 
the already industrialized cou ries." 

nuclear wrapoils'? N u -  
'clear knowledge. \Ce A must not he \vithheld 
simply out ot'fear that i t  ~ v i l l  iiiultiply atoniic weaponry. 
The Non-Proliferation Tieaty \viII not work anyway 
because " i t  is based o n  discrimination in t'avor of 
countries already, possessing nuclear \\..t.i\pl>ns." The 
WCC paper to the IAEA. which fc~llo~vs the Sigtuna 
report closely here. even goes so far as to accuse the 
advanced nuclear nations of "using the Non- 
Proliferation Treaty to protect their o w n  proprietary 
interests." thus increasing the separation of rich and 
poor. 

This is surely an extraordinqrily jaundiced reading 01' 
the treaty. The effect of the ecumenical papers at this 
point is to acquiesce tacitly in the spread of  \\..eapons 
technology. all in the nanre 0 1  national self-deterniin- 
ation. A paper by an Argentine, Jorge Sabato, expresses 
this conclusion even more bluntly than the report: For the 
sake of their indepcdence of action. Third World coun-i  
tries want the righr to develop atomic weapons. even 1 1  
they do not actually do so. 

To be fair. one notes some contrary niuriiiurs in  tlie 
documents. Weapons-grade uranium and plutonium. i t  
is said. should be under international control. even i\t the 
sacrifice of some national sovereignty. The statement of 
the WCC General Assembly at Nairobi. which usually 
retlects the tone of the Sigtuna report. does seen1 to ciill 
niuch more directly tor universal ratification of the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty. And o f  course in the Sigtuna 
preparatory papers there are dissenting voices-notably 
that of Prawitz-that argue for pacil'ication ol'a recipient 
nation's nuclear industry /wJim~ technology is exported 
to it. 

Nonetheless. this report is dangerously inadequate o n  
the proliferation issue. The best i t  can' nianage is ;I 

ritualistic declaration against nuclear weapons and war 
as a "disastrous evil." In practice the docunicnt offers 
little comfort. The possibility of nbFlear warfare in- 
creases with the (necessary) spread of nuclear cncrgy. 
and this is a "tragedy" and a "dilemma." Disariiiiiiiient 
would be the best.solution. but. admittedly, i t  has proven 
difficult so far. ' 

There is virtually no sense here that the interests of the 
developing nations are best served i f  nuclear weapons 
capability doesrror spread, no sense that the point of the 
restrictions program is to stop the, dissemination of 
weapons-grade uranium and plutoniuni. not the growth 
of nuclearenergy. There is no recognition ofthe obvious 
point that i t  is far easier to restrict the proliferation of 
nuclear weapons at the start than to try to cancel theni 
after they have come into existence. Ours is not an era in 
which the dangers ol' national chauvinism ;ire widely 
recognized. and the World Council has been largely 
ignoring them for the sake of its concern for the new 
nations. But the issue must sooner or later be faced 
squarely. and the problem of nuclear weapons is the 
place to face i t .  

Bur what about the spr 'I  

. .  


